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ABSTRACT 
The Hardy spaces HP(X) of holomorphic functions on the unit disc ID in the complex plane 
with values in a complex Banach space X are studied. For an arbitrary X and O<p< 1, a represen- 
tation of the continuous linear functionals on HP(X) is obtained. It is proved that if O<p< 1 and 
X does not have the Analytic Radon Nikodym Property, then the space of all X-valued polynomials 
is not dense but is weakly dense in HP(X). Moreover, if X contains a copy of ce then HP(X) does 
not have the Orlicz-Pettis property. 
$0. INTRODUCTION 
Function- and functional-analytic properties of vector-valued Hardy classes 
have received much attention in recent years. It turned out that many 
definitions of the scalar-valued Hardy spaces equivalent to the standard one are 
not equivalent to each other when the functions are allowed to take values in 
a general Banach space X. Consequently, to obtain vector-valued analogues of 
some classical results it is necessary to impose restrictions on X or to develope 
new techniques. For example, the space H’(X) of functions on the unit disc D 
in the complex plane C, with values in a complex Banach space X, defined by 
using the conjugate functions and the one defined in terms of X-valued atoms 
coincide if and only if X has the unconditionality property for martingale 
differences, see [3]. The space HP(X) can be identified with a subspace 
of L”(X) if and only if X has the Analytic Radon Nikodym Prop- 
erty (ARNP), i.e., when each function f EHP(X) (or equivalently, each 
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X-valued bounded analytic function) has a radial limit almost everywhere (see 
137 w 
While studying the topological vector space structure of HP(X) it is impor- 
tant to know that each function in HP(X) can be approximated by X-valued 
polynomials. However, if X is an arbitrary Banach space, then such ap- 
proximation is possible only for functions belonging to a subspace E?{(X) of 
HP(X) consisting of functions having radial limits almost everywhere (see 
Section 2). 
In the present paper we show that if E is equal to HP(X) for O<p< 1 or if 
E is the Smirnov class N,(X), then f(r-) tends to f as r--t l- in the weak 
topology a(& E’) of E, for each f e E. In particular, we prove that the space 
of X-valued polynomials is weakly dense in E, and so we solve Problem 3.8 of 
[ 181. This “weak approximation technique” allows us to characterize all con- 
tinuous linear functionals on HP(X), 0-cp-c 1, even when X does not have the 
ARNP. In that case H:(X) is a proper, closed, weakly dense subspace of 
H”(X). It is easily seen that if X is separable then Hop(X) is separable, and so 
HP(X) is weakly separable. In particular, Hp(cO) is weakly separable although 
it contains an isomorphic copy of the space of all bounded complex sequences 
I” (the operator T: I” --t HP(co) defined by (TA)(z) = C e,A,z”, where ZE lD, 
A = (A,) E I” and e, is the nth unit vector in co, n = 1,2, ,.. , is an isomorphism). 
In Section 3 we prove that if X contains an isomorphic copy of co then 
HP(X) does not have the Orlicz-Pettis property (OPP), i.e., there exists a 
series C f, in HP(X) which is weakly subseries convergent but is not con- 
vergent in the original topology of HP(X). The reader is referred to [14] for 
extensive information on the Orlicz-Pettis theorem. At this point we recall only 
that all locally convex and all separable F-spaces (complete metrizable t.v.s.) 
whose duals separate points have the OPP. Moreover, all known F-spaces with 
total duals in which the Orlicz-Pettis theorem fails contain copies of I” (see 
]19,W). 
$1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we assume that X=(X, 11  11) is a complex Banach 
space. Given O<p<m we shall denote by HP(X) the space of X-valued 
holomorphic functions f on the unit disc ID = (zEC: 1~1 < I} such that 
Ilf II H”(X)= SUP <s IIf(r~)llpdm4YP< my 
o<r<1 T 
where m is normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle T= dD. Moreover, 
Lp(X) will stand for the space of X-valued p-integrable functions on T with 
the norm (quasi-norm if O<p< 1) 
Ilf II Lr~(~) = (5 llf II' dm)“‘. 
H”(X) will be the space of X-valued bounded holomorphic functions on D 
equipped with the norm 
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Ilf II H-(X) = sup{ IIf(z)ll : z E D>. 
If X=C then we will write HP, Lp, H” instead of HP(X), LP(X), and 
H”(X), respectively. 
We recall that if p? 1 then HP(X) and Lp(X) are Banach spaces, while for 
O<p< 1 they are quasi-Banach spaces, i.e. locally bounded, complete t.v.s., 
when the topology is given by the metric d,(f, g) = llf- gIli. 
If f~ HP then f * will denote a radial limit off, i.e., f*(o) = lim,, r_ f(rw) 
for almost all o E T. Finally, for an arbitrary X-valued function f on D we 
denote by f * the maximal radial function off defined by 
f#(o.r)=sup{IIf(ro)/I :O<r<l}, of5T. 
LEMMA 1.1 ([4] Proposition 13, see also [12]). For each O<p<w and a 
Banach space X there exists a constant C>O such that 
Ilf %afllH%Y) 
for each f E HP(X). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. For each O<p< a, and an arbitrary Banach space X, 
HP(X) = HP. H”(X), i.e., each function f E HP(X) is a product of certain 
functions g E HP and h E H”(X). 
PROOF. Fix f E HP(X), f # 0. Then there is a r E X’ ( = the dual space of X) 
such that 0# r 0 f E HP. Consequently, the radial limit lim,, i_ ([ 0 f)(ro) = 
((of)*(o) exists for almost all OE T and log 1(<0f)*l is integrable (see [9] 
Theorem 2.2). Moreover, f * (co) L l(r 0 f)*(w)1 for almost all o E T such that 
f # (co) I 1, and log f # (0) 5 (f # (a.~))~ for f # (0) 2 1, where f * is the maximal 
radial function off. This and the fact that f # E Lp (see Lemma 1.1) imply that 
log f # is integrable. Therefore, 
g(z)=exp S ((,+z logf *(co) dm(o) , z E D, 
T 0-z > 
is an outer function for the class HP (see [9] p. 24), i.e., for each UE HP, 
lu*(o)l If #( ) f w or almost all o implies that 1 u(z)1 <g(z) for all z E [D. Apply- 
ing this for all functions 5 of E HP, {E X’, 11 LjII 5 1, we get II f(z)]1 I Ig(z)\ for 
each z E D. Finally, we obtain the desired factorization with g E HP and h = 
f/g E H”(X). 
$2. DUALITY 
The aim of this section is to obtain a representation of continuous linear 
functionals on HP(X) when O<p< 1 and X is an arbitrary Banach space. Let 
us recall first a few crucial points for the well known solution of the represen- 
tation problem in the scalar case (see [lo]). 
For each f E HP and 0 < r < 1 the Taylor series of the function f (r + ) E HP is 
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uniformly convergent, so it also is convergent in HP. Consequently, the value 
@(f(r . )) of a continuous linear functional @ on f(r . ) is uniquely determined 
by the sequence @(z”), n = 0, 1, . . . ,of the values of @ on the monomials zn. 
Now, using the convergence of f(r . ) to f in HP as r--t l- we can find the 
value Q(f) = lim @(f(r . )). Unfortunately, in the vector-valued case this idea 
does not work in general, as may be derived from the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For each f E HP(X) the following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) f has a radial limit almost everywhere; 
(b) Ilf -f (r . )IIw(x) -Oasr+l-; 
(c) f E A(X) = the closure in HP(X) of the space A(X) of all X-valued func- 
tions analytic on D and continuous on D; 
(d) f EP(X)= the closure in HP(X) of the space P(X) of all X-valued 
polynomials. 
The proof of this theorem is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 
2.2 in [ 181, so it may be omitted here. 
Let us denote by H{(X) the subspace of HP(X) consisting of the functions 
which have radial limits almost everywhere. Proposition 1.2 implies that 
H{(X) =Hp(X) if and only if each function f’EH”(X) has a radial limit 
almost everywhere, i.e., when X has the Analytic Radon-Nikodym Property 
(ARNP). The reader is referred to [5,7,8,11] for information on ARNP. 
Proposition 2.1 shows that ifpr 1 then the situation is quite involved. Indeed, 
using the Hahn-Banach theorem we can find @ E (HP(X))’ such that @ #0 but 
Q(f)=0 for each feH{(X). Now, of course, @(f)#O=lim@(f(r.)) for 
some f E HP(X). 
If O<p< 1 then HP(X) is not locally convex, the Hahn-Banach theorem 
fails in this setting, and we can prove. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 0 < p < 1 and let X be an arbitrary Banach space. Then for 
each continuous linear functional @ on HP(X) and f E HP(X) 
G(f) = Jty_ @(f (r . N, 
i.e., f(r . ) tends to f in the weak topology of HP(X). In particular, A(X) is 
weakly dense in HP(X). 
In fact we will prove even more; namely f(r .) -+ f in the Mackey topology 
up(X) of HP(X), i.e., the strongest locally convex topology on HP(X) which 
is weaker than the original topology of the space. In general, the Mackey 
topology p of a complete metrizable t.v.s. E is defined by the family of all con- 
tinuous semi-norms on E. If E is locally bounded and the dual E’ of E separates 
points, then there is a single (canonical) norm on E which defines p. In that case 
the completion of the space (E,u) is called the Banach envelope of E. 
The reader is referred to [15,24,25] for information on Mackey topologies. 
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In this section we show that the Banach envelope of HP(X), O<p< 1, can 
be identified with the Bergman space BP(X) consisting of all X-valued 
holomorphic functions on D for which 
IllflllBqx, =; IIfkNl - lzlYp)-2 dA(z)< 03, 
where A is Lebesge measure on D. It is well known that BP is the Banach 
envelope of HP, O<p< 1 (see [lo]), and it is not difficult to extend this result 
to the space HP(X) when X has the ARNP. In general, the fact that BP(X) is 
the Banach envelope of HP(X) will follow from Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Ill . II/ be a continuous seminorm on HP(X), O<p< 1. Then 
sup{/I/z”ghIII : hEH”(X), lIhllHm(Xj~l} -+O as n+w 
for each g E HP. 
PROOF. For each h E H”(X) define the operator Mh : HP -+ HP(X) by Mh f = 
fh. It is easily seen that the family {Mh:h~Hm(X), IlhllHrnCXj( l} is equicon- 
tinuous. Thus, the family of seminorms { lllMh( o)lll : hEH”(X), Ilhl/H-cx,< l} is 
equicontinuous, so it is uniformly bounded on some neighbourhood I/ of zero 
in HP. Consequently, these seminorms are uniformly bounded on the convex 
hull of V, and so they are equicontinuous if we equip HP with its Mackey 
topology. Therefore, sup{ IIIMhfn 111 : h E H”(X), IlhllHrnCXj< l} --f 0 for an ar- 
bitrary sequence {f,} c HP which is ,up-convergent to zero. Fix g E HP and set 
f,=z”g. Then fn(z)+O for each ZED, and If,irlgl. By this and the 
dominated convergence theorem we obtain 111 fJIBp+ 0, i.e. f, -+ 0 (,up). The 
proof is complete. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. For the proof of this theorem it is enough to show 
that Illf-fO-. )llI -+O ( r + 1-) for each f E HP(X) and for an arbitrary semi- 
norm Ilj . 111 on HP(X) which is dominated by /I - IIHpcxj. 
Fix feHP(X) and II/. 111. Find gEHP and hEH”(X), IlhllHm(Xj~l, such 
that f = g. h (see Proposition 1.2). We have 
Ill f -f (r .I Ill 5 Ill g(h - Mr. N Ill + II g - g(r. %J 
for each O<r< 1. It is well known that the last term in the above inequality 
tends to zero as r-+ l-, so we should show that 
IIIg(h-h(r=))IIl +O as r+ l-. 
Let h(z) = C x,,z”, where x,, E X, z E D. We can find a sequence (rn) c (0,l) such 
that 
SUP{ III C (1 - rkbkzk Ill :r,rr<l,zED}=c,%2-“. 
ksn 
For each r,, I r< 1 and n E N define the function 
h,,(z) = C (1 - rk)xkzken, z E D. 
k>n 
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Then 
Ilz”~,,(z)ll~c,+lI~-~(~.)IIHm(X)~3. 
Consequently, by the maximum modulus principle, 
I/Iz,J~~(~)I~ for r,<r<l and n-1,2,..., 
so we obtain 
for each r,rr< 1 and n E IN. Now it is clear, by Lemma 2.3, that for each E>O 
we can find n = n, so large that 111 g(h - h(r . )) jl1-c E for r> r, . The proof is com- 
plete. 
REMARK 2.2. Theorem 2.2 is true also if we replace HP(X) by the Smirnov 
class N,(X). The proof is essentially the same. The factorization N,(X)= 
N** H”(X) is known (see [22] 4.2 Theorem C). To obtain Lemma 2.3 for 
N,(X) it is enough to note that the Mackey topology of the scalar-valued 
Smirnov class N.+ is defined by the sequence of norms 
Illflll, = L lf(z)lexP(-(4 - lzl))-‘) ~Mz), m E N 
(see [25]). 
Let X be a Banach space. Following A.B. Aleksandrov (cf. [I] Chap. 2.3) 
we define the operator 9 on the space H(X) of X-valued holomorphic 
functions on ID by 
d(z_f (z)) 
9fW = 7 9 
and we denote by n:(X) the space of all f EH(X) such that 
Ilf II n~(x)=suP(II~“f~z~~~~l-~z~~“-a:z~ID}<~. 
The following theorem extends to the vector-valued case the Duren-Romberg- 
Shields result concerning the functionals on HP (O<p< 1). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let X be a Banach space, E = HP(X) or BP(X), 0 <p < 1, and 
n>(l/p)- 1. Then 
(a) HP(X) is a dense subspace of BP(X) with the inclusion mapping being 
continuous; 
(b) Each g E Ay’p’-‘(X’) defines a continuous linear functional on E by 
a,(f) = lim 5 <f (ro), g(rfi) > dm(o), r-l- T 
where <x, r > = T(x) denotes the value of a continuous linear functional r E X’ 
on XCZX; 
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(c) For each continuous linear functional @ on E there is g E A$““-‘(X’) 
such that @ = Qs; 
(d) BP(X) is the Banach envelope of HP(X). 
PROOF. It is known that HPc BP (see [9] Theorem 9.4). Thus, by Prop- 
osition 1.2, HP(X) = HP. H”(X) c BP. H”(X) C_ BP(X). The inclusion map- 
ping is continuous by the closed graph theorem. 
(b) can be proved just as in the scalar case (see [l] Theorem 11.3.2). 
(c) Let @eHP(X)‘. For k=0,1,2 ,... define a continuous linear functional 
& on X by (x, &) = @(x8?). Obviously, the sequence II&II is bounded, so 
g(z)= 1 ~$2~ is an X’-valued analytic function on D. Since (x,g(z)) = 
@(x.f,), where f,(c)= l/(1 -z<) for [ED, so just as in [l] Theorem 11.3.2 one 
can prove that g EA, (l’p)- ‘(X’). It follows from (b) that g defines a continuous 
linear functional Qg on BP(X). It is easily seen that Qg(x@zk) = @(x@zk) 
for each XEX and k=0,1,2,... This immediately implies that Qg (f (r . )) = 
@(f (r . )) for each f E HP(X) and 0 < r< 1. Finally, using Theorem 2.2 we ob- 
tain @(f)=lim @(f(r.))=lim @,(f(r.))=@,(f) (all limits as r--t l-). 
(d) immediately follows from (a)-(c). 
43. FAILURE OF THE ORLICZ-PETTIS PROPERTY 
THEOREM 3.1. If a Banach space X contains a copy of c0 then HP(X), 
0 <p < 1, does not have the Orlicz-Pettis Property. 
PROOF. Let (x,) be a sequence in X equivalent to the unit vector basis (e,) in 
co. For each n E N define fn(z) =x,z”, z E D. Obviously, the series C f, is not 
convergent in HP(X). To prove that this series is pp(X)-subseries convergent 
take any continuous seminorm 111 . 11 on HP(X) and a subseries C f,, of C f,. 
It is easily seen that this subseries is convergent in the compact-open topology 
to a function in H”(X). Moreover, 
Ill f f,, Ill = IIIznm( i x,,P p”*9 Ill -+ 0 (m + 03)~ 
by Lemma 2.3, since the sequence I/ C,“=, xnr~nk-nmljH~~X~, m = 1,2, . . . , is 
bounded. Finally, the series C f, is pp(X)-(so also weakly)-subseries con- 
vergent . 
Note that if p2 1 then HP(X) is a Banach space, and so it has the OPP. 
We observed in the Introduction that Hp(co) contains a copy of I,. This 
fact holds for all HP(X) for which the Orlicz-Pettis theorem fails. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If HP(X) does not have the Orlicz-Pettis Property then it 
contains a copy of 1,. 
PROOF. Suppose that HP(X) does not have the Orlicz-Pettis property and let 
C f, be a series in HP(X) which is weakly subseries convergent but not- 
convergent in the original topology of HP(X). Then C f, is subseries con- 
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vergent in the Mackey topology of HP(X) (see [19]). The Mackey topology 
p&Y> is stronger than the compact-open topology X, so C f, is &?-subseries 
convergent. Therefore, the formula v(A)= CneA f, defines a HP(X)-valued 
measure on the family of all subsets of N, which is Hcountably additive (and 
so it is sbounded). The closed balls in HP(X) are .X-closed, so by [16] 
Theorem 3, the range of v is bounded in HP(X). Since the series C f, is not 
convergent in HP(X), the measure v is not exhaustive if HP(X) is equipped 
with its own topology. Finally, by [17] Corollary A p. 242, HP(X) contains a 
copy of I,. 
CONJECTURE 3.3. HP(X) contains a copy of I, if and only if X contains a 
COPY of co. 
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